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ABSTRACT
The photospheres of stars hosting planets have larger metalliity than stars laking
planets. This ould be the result of a metalli star ontamination produed by the
bombarding of hydrogen deient solid bodies. In the present work we study the
possibility of an earlier metal enrihment of the photospheres by means of impating
planetesimals during the rst 20-30Myr. Here we explore this ontamination proess by
simulating the interations of an inward migrating planet with a dis of planetesimal
interior to its orbit. The results show the perentage of planetesimals that fall on the
star. We identied the dependene of the planet's eentriity (ep) and time sale of
migration (τ) on the rate of infalling planetesimals. For very fast migrations (τ = 10
2
yr
and τ = 10
3
yr) there is no apture in mean motion resonanes, independently of
the value of ep. Then, due to the planet's migration the planetesimals suer lose
approahes with the planet and more than 80% of them are ejeted from the system.
For slow migrations (τ = 10
5
yr and τ = 10
6
yr) the perentage of ollisions with the
planet derease with the inrease of the planet's eentriity. For ep = 0 and ep = 0.1
most of the planetesimals were aptured in the 2:1 resonane and more than 65%
of them ollided with the star. Whereas migration of a Jupiter mass planet to very
short perientri distanes requires unrealisti high dis masses, these requirements are
muh smaller for smaller migrating planets. Our simulations for a slowly migrating 0.1
MJupiter planet, even demanding a possible primitive dis three times more massive
than a primitive solar nebula, produes maximum [Fe/H℄ enrihments of the order
of 0.18 dex. These alulations open possibilities to explain hot Jupiters exoplanets
metalliities.
Key words: metalliity, extrasolar planets, planetary migration
1 INTRODUCTION
A partiular interesting problem onerning exoplanetary
siene is metalliity. Even if the near 200 extrasolar giant
planets that have been deteted by transit and mainly ra-
dial veloity methods are onentrated around in general
nearby solar type stars, a lear metalliity orrelation has
been established. In fat, stars with planets (SWP) appear
to be more metal rih than stars without planets. A general
metalliity shift of 0.2 dex in [Fe/H℄ is harateristi for
SWP (Santos et al. 2005). In partiular it is interesting to
note that stars with hot Jupiters (with orbital periods less
than about 5 days) appear to be more metal rih than the
mean of all SWP (Sozzetti et al. 2004; Fisher & Valenti
⋆
owinterfeg.unesp.br
2005; Butler et al. 2006). These results are onentrated in
surveys and analyses of non-metal poor stars and for spe-
tral types F (young stars), G and K (old stars). Two impor-
tant review artiles devoted to the hemial omposition of
SWP, indiating also properties of other elements than Iron,
appeared with results obtained up to 2003 (Gonzalez 2003)
and for the period 2003-2006 in Gonzalez (2006).
What is the physial mehanism behind these metalli-
ity relations ? Two main dierent interpretations have been
proposed in the literature, nevertheless, any of them has
produed a satisfying explanation. On the one hand, is a
primordial ondition in whih metal rih SWP would have
been formed in metal rih louds. On the other hand, there
is the external aretion mehanism. Here the stellar sur-
faes, ontaining poor or normal metal abundanes enhane
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their metalliities by the injetion of solid metal rih mate-
rial depleted in H and He.
These two mehanisms will form, metallially speaking,
two dierent types of stars. The initial or primordial meha-
nism, produe entire metal rih stars, from their entres up
to their atmospherial layers. This is not the ase for the
aretion senario, whih an modify the metal ontent of
the external layers only, at least for those stars with shallow
onvetive layers. The primordial mehanism is only on-
sidered in the literature when any argument in favor of the
self-enrihment is disarded. Anyway, the primordial meh-
anism neessitates a highly inhomogeneous metalliity dis-
tribution of the interstellar matter, not deteted at present.
A powerful argument in favor of the primordial ase, would
onsist in nding that the entres of SWP by asteroseismo-
logial methods, are also metal rih. The only star studied
with this tehnique was µ Arae (Bazot & Vaulair, 2004;
Bazot et al. 2005).
Independent of this, the aretion or self-enrihment
mehanism an ontinue to be explored and this is the pur-
pose of the present work. We study here the possibilities of
bombardment of stars atmospheres by their diss planetesi-
mals during a ertain phase of the pre-main sequene (PMS)
evolution. We hope that this will provide some lues respet
to metalli enrihment.
In the next setion we disuss some aspets of the evolu-
tion of PMS diss. The numerial model is presented in Se-
tion 3. The results from our simulations are given in setion
4. In Setion 5 some problems related to the mass of diss are
disussed. Setion 6 is devoted to the metal enhanements
and nally in Setion 7 we present our onlusions.
2 PRE-MAIN SEQUENCE DISC EVOLUTION
Several stages, some of them badly known, are involved in
diss evolution in the PMS. If diss during the T Tauri phase
(before 5 Myr) are formed by a relative homogeneous distri-
bution of gas and dust, during the next post- T Tauri phase
the situation is very dierent. In fat, in post- T Tauri stars
(PTTS) dis gas and dust omponents follow quite dierent
histories. Gas is lost in a anonial period of 10 Myr (see
for instane Siilia-Aguilar et al. 2005). However. PTTS as-
soiations belonging to the older subgroups of the So-Cen
OB assoiation appear to retain their dis gas up to ages of
16 Myr (Pinzón et al. 2007). In any ase, during the rst
30 Myr, the ne dust ontent is gradually agglutinated into
kilometri sized roky or ied bodies (planetesimals). Even-
tually, in the outer parts of the diss, onditions are fullled
for the formation of a ore of 10 - 20MEarth apable to form
a giant planet, attrating the gas when this is still available.
When gas is almost absent, dust evolution an be more
omplex beause energeti ollisions between planetesimals,
produe a new generation ne dust forming what is alled
a Debris Dis (DD) whih an be maintained up to very
large ages, even Gyr. At present, our knowledge of planetary
formation in DD is onfused.
Considering the above disussion, it is possible to on-
eive the existene of diss with ages between 10 and 30
Myr in whih an external planet oexist with a sea of in-
ternal planetesimals. If the total mass of planetesimals is
of the same order of the planet, interations between these
two omponents will provoke an internal migration of the
planet. This beause the planet is ontinously loosing en-
ergy and the exess energy is being used to disperse the
planetesimals (Murray et al. 1998). Sine their work, plane-
tary migration has beome an important part in the study of
planetary systems. Some reent letures or reviews on this,
are available in the literature. For extra solar systems in Ar-
timowiz (2006) and for the solar system in Levison et al.
(2007). More partiularly, several reent studies appeared
using N-body simulations in order to study the onditions
of survival (or formation) of terrestrial type planets due to
migration of a giant planet (Lufkin, Rihardson & Mundy
2006; Fogg & Nelson 2005; Raymond et al. 2006; Armitage
2003; Mandell & Sigurdsson 2003). In respet to N-body sim-
ulations of planetesimals and a migrating planet direted to
the metalliity enhanement problem, the only work to our
knowledge is that of Quillen & Holman (2000) (hereafter
QH00). In priniple our work here is an extension of QH00.
3 NUMERICAL MODEL
In this work, we numerially integrated planar systems om-
posed by a star, a planet and one thousand planetesimals.
It was assumed that the star has the same mass as our Sun
and the planet the same mass as Jupiter. The planet is ini-
tially with semi-major axis ap = 5AU and eentriity ep.
The planet is fored to migrate inward up to ap = 0.01AU,
with onstant speed in a timesale τ . The planetesimals are
onsidered to be massless partiles that are initially dis-
tributed on random irular orbits with semi-major axis
1 < a < 4AU. It is important to note that this migration
is not self-onsistent in that the bodies ejeted do not ause
migration.
The numerial simulations were performed using a ode
from SWIFT (Levison & Dunan, 1994). The integrator is
based on the MVS method developed by the Wisdom &
Holman (1991). The output of the simulations give the tem-
poral evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of
the planetesimals. The integration for eah partile stopped
when one of the three following onditions happened:
a - ollision with the star: when the planetesimal gets
loser than 0.01AU from the star;
b - ollision with the planet: when the planetesimal gets
loser than two Jupiter's radius from the planet;
 - ejetion from the system: when the planetesimal
reahes more than 50AU from the star.
The value of the time sale, τ , is dened by the proess
responsible for the planet's migration Two main proess are
usually disussed in the literature. One is the migration of
the planet due to the gravitational interation with a dis
of planetesimals (Murray et al. 1998). The other is the mi-
gration of a planet embedded in a gaseous dis (Artymow-
iz 2005). In the rst ase the time sale is of the order
of 105 − 107 yr, while in the seond ase it is muh faster,
102 − 103 yr. In our studies we tried to over the whole
spetrum of time sales.
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4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In order to study the inuene of the planet's eentriity on
the spreading of the planetesimals we performed integrations
for 0.0 6 ep 6 0.5 with ∆ep = 0.1. In Figures 1 to 6 are pre-
sented representative snapshots of the temporal evolution
of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals,
where τ = 106. There is a strong onnetion between the
orbital evolution of the planetesimals and mean motion res-
onanes between the planetesimals and the planet. In eah
plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the
main mean motion resonanes.
In Figure 1 are presented a × e diagrams for the sim-
ulation with ep = 0. The diagrams show the state of the
planetesimals at t=0, at t=1 × 103yr, at t=2 × 104yr and
at t=1.5×105yr. All planetesimals start with irular orbits
and at some stage are aptured in a resonane. Then, their
eentriities start to growth until they reah a very high
value and be removed from the system by ollision or eje-
tion. In this ase (ep = 0) the planetesimals are aptured
in one of the following resonanes: 3:2, 5:3 and 2:1. The 2:1
resonanes is the one that plays the main role in the orbital
evolution of the planetesimals.
In Figures 2 to 4 are presented a × e diagrams for the
simulations with ep = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respetively. As the
value of the planet's eentriity inreases more mean mo-
tion resonanes, loated further from the planet, beome im-
portant for the dynamis of the planetesimals. While those
loser to the planet beome less important. In the ase of
ep = 0.1 the resonanes 5:2 and 3:1 are also important, but
the resonane 2:1 is still the one that plays the main role in
the orbital evolution of the planetesimals. For ep = 0.2 the
resonane 4:1 is also important while the resonanes 3:2 and
5:3 ontribute very little in the orbital evolution of the plan-
etesimals. For ep = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 other resonanes beome
also important (7:2, 5:1, 6:1, ...). Then the orbital evolution
of the dis of planetesimals is aeted by several resonanes
and is not dominated by a partiular one. In these ases the
planetesimals of the outer part of the dis (a>0.65AU) are
spread without being aptured in resonane.
Along eah numerial simulation the number of plan-
etesimals goes dereasing with time. The temporal evolution
of the remaining perentage of planetesimals in the system
is shown in Figure 5. Eah plot of Figure 5 orresponds to
the simulation with a given ep, where mp = MJupiter and
τ = 106yr. The plots show that with the inrease of the
planet's eentriity the number of remaining planetesimals
in the system dereases faster.
In order to study the inuene of the migration speed on
the spreading of the planetesimals we performed integrations
for dierent values of timesales, from τ = 102 yr to τ =
106 yr with ∆τ = 10 yr. Simulations for τ = 107 yr are
omputationally too expensive. We made a few simulations
with τ = 107 yr and the results are not muh dierent from
those for τ = 106 yr.
In Figure 6 we present the statistis of the results in
terms of perentage of ollisions with the star, with the
planet and ejetions from the system. For slow migrations
(τ = 105yr and τ = 106yr) the perentage of ollisions
with the planet derease with the inrease of the planet's
eentriity. For ep = 0 and ep = 0.1 most of the planetes-
imals were aptured in the 2:1 resonane and more than
65% of them ollided with the star. For very fast migrations
(τ = 102yr and τ = 103yr) there is no apture in mean
motion resonanes, independently of the value of ep. Then,
due to the planet's migration the planetesimals suer lose
approahes with the planet and more than 80% of them are
ejeted from the system.
Quillen (2006) developed analytial preditions of ap-
ture in resonanes. His results show that raising ep above
a ertain limit, elim, may prevent the resonane apture.
He also predits that the apture probability is redued for
faster migration. Our results orroborate his preditions.
The apture probability for resonane also depends on the
planets mass (Quillen, 2006), whih will be hanged in the
next setion.
5 MASS PROBLEMS
The minimum mass in sattering planetesimals neessary to
produe the migration of a planet an be given by (Adams
& Laughlin 2003)
M = mp ln(a0/af )
wheremp is the mass of the planet, a0 the initial semi-major
axis of the planet and af its nal semi-major axis. From our
simulations , a0 = 5 AU, af = 0.01 AU and mp equal to
one Jupiter we obtain that M is equal to about 6 MJupiter.
As we will see after the migration of a Jupiter mass planet
up to the perientre distane of 0.01 AU (2.15 solar radius)
demands extremely large dis masses. However, this is not
the ase for a 0.1 MJupiter migrating planet. Davis (2005)
proposed a umulative mass growth in the primitive solar
nebula model suh that the total mass of the dis up to
Jupiters position would be about 3838 MEarth. Adopting a
anonial, gas to dust ratio of 100, we expet only 1% in
the mass of planetesimals. Then the mass of planetesimals
in our adopted dis model from Davis (2005) would be 38
MEarth. Our simulations show for a planet with Jupiters
mass, in near irular orbit, migration from 5 AU to 0.01
AU in a time sale of τ > 105 yr, that about 80% of the
planetesimals ollide with the star. However, the minimum
mass required for a Jupiter mass planet to migrate up to
that perientre distane is, as we see above, of the order of 6
MJupiter. This represent for ( MJupiter= 318 MEarth) a dis
mass of 1908 MEarth of planetary mass, whih represent 50
times our adopted primitive solar nebula. This is unrealisti.
The situation is muh better for a migrating planet of 0.1
MJupiter with a required mass of 190 MEarth.
As an example, lets onsider whih will be the re-
quirements for the maximum onentration of observed hot
jupiters exoplanets at 0.05 AU. In this ase, The neessary
minimum mass is 1464 MEarth whih is a fator 38 larger
than our primitive solar adopted mass and represent a dis
of 0.4 solar mass, also unrealisti. For the ase of 0.1MJupiter
planet, for the same migration distane requires a dis (up
to Jupiter distane) of 0.04 solar mass whih ould be ap-
propriate.
Considering this, we searh for possibilities for a slow
migration ( τ = 105 - 106 yr) of a 0.1 MJupiter mass planet.
The simulations results for this ase are shown in Table 2.
Here, the planet is set to migrate from 5 AU up to 0.01 AU
in priniple with τ= 106 yr. We performed simulations for
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Figure 1. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals for the simulation with mp = MJupiter,
τ = 106yr and ep = 0. The a×e diagrams show the state of the planetesimals at t=0, at t=1×103yr, at t=2×104yr and at t=1.5×105yr.
In eah plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the main mean motion resonanes.
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Figure 2. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals for the simulation with mp = MJupiter,
τ = 106yr and ep = 0.1. The a× e diagrams show the state of the planetesimals at t=1× 103yr, at t=2× 104yr, at t=8× 104yr and at
t=1.2× 105yr. In eah plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the main mean motion resonanes.
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Figure 3. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals for the simulation with mp = MJupiter,
τ = 106yr and ep = 0.3. The a× e diagrams show the state of the planetesimals at t=3× 103yr, at t=2.2× 104yr, at t=3.8× 104yr and
at t=6.2× 104yr. In eah plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the main mean motion resonanes.
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Figure 4. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals for the simulation with mp = MJupiter,
τ = 106yr and ep = 0.5. The a × e diagrams show the state of the planetesimals at t=1 × 103yr, at t=6 × 103yr, at t=1.6 × 104yr and
at t=2.4× 104yr. In eah plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the main mean motion resonanes.
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Figure 5. : Temporal evolution of the remaining planetesimals in the system. These are the results from the simulations also presented
in Figures 1 to 4, where mp = MJupiter and τ = 10
6
yr . The eentriity of the planet is: a) ep = 0, b) ep = 0.1, ) ep = 0.2, d) ep = 0.3,
e) ep = 0.4 and f) ep = 0.5.
Table 1. Summary of the results for the simulations with mp = MJupiter and ep = 0, its is given the perentage of
ollisions of planetesimals with the star as a funtion of the planet's migration time sale. It is also shown omments
on the problems related with eah ase.
τ(yr) Migration Model Star Collision (%) Problem
102 Gas >5 low star ollision rate
103 Gas >5 low star ollision rate
104  20 
105 Planetesimals 70 dis too massive
106 Planetesimals 70 dis too massive
ep = 0 to ep = 0.5 with ∆ep = 0.1. In olumns 5 and 6 are
given the time and the value of the semi-major axis of the
planet when the last planetesimal is removed from the sys-
tem. For ep = 0.1 (Figure 7) the last planetesimal is removed
at t = 1.71 × 105 yr, when the planet has af = 1.72 AU. In
order to produe suh migration the mass of ejeted plan-
etesimals (Equation 1) has to be of the order of 34 MEarth.
We found that in this simulation 50% of the planetesimals
ollide with the star and about 45% are ejeted (Table 2).
Therefore, in suh ase a dis of planetesimals with mass of
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Figure 6. : Planetesimals end state for the simulations with mp = MJupiter. In eah plot is given the perentage of planetesimals that
ollided with the star (triangle), that ollided with the planet (irle) and that esaped (square). The values are given as a funtion of
the planet's eentriity. On the top of eah plot is shown the orresponding time sale for the migration of the planet.
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about 70 MEarth would not be too massive for the present
models (Davis 2005) and would produe the planets migra-
tion required to generate the metalliity expeted.
6 METAL ENHANCEMENT IN PTTS
Any model using injetion of roky planetesimals as a way to
enhane stellar metalliities of young stars, requires a om-
promise between the epohs of existene of planetesimals,
the time of planet migration (at least for a ase of a single
planet as is the ase here) and the epoh of diminishing of
the surfae onvetive layer. This last ondition is speially
important in order that the metal enhanement be eient.
In fat, very young stars as T Tauri, are haraterized by
their large onvetion zones and these must be stabilized to
their minimum onguration. In that ase, the new injeted
material is trapped and not diluted as is the ase in stars
with large onvetive zones.
Due to a very rapid derease of onvetive envelopes
of solar type stars, this mentioned ompromise appears be-
tween 20 and 30 Myr. This "window of opportunity" as is
learly shown in Figure 5 in Ford, Rasio & Sills (1999) rep-
resent the right time to enhane the metal ontent, that in
priniple is maintained and observed today. A possible sig-
nature of this metalli enrihment has been deteted in de
la Reza et al. (2004). Here a olletion of G and K stars
belonging to two oeval PTTS assoiations with ages of 20
and 30 Myr showed G stars with larger Fe abundanes in
respet to the lower mass (and larger onvetion zones) K
type stars. In our senario, as is also the ase of QH00, the
metal enrihment an be produed by partiles diretly im-
pinging in the stars or by the grazing planetesimals with
very large eentriities. In our simulation we obtain , for
the low migrating rates and depending on the approahing
distanes to the star, 103 up to 105 lose passages.
QH00 onsidered that if roky bodies are larger than
one kilometer, they will survive vaporization. other possible
destiny of partiles is disruption of strengthless material.
Sridhar & Tremaine (1992) (see also Asphaug & Benz 1996)
found that invisid planetesimals in paraboli orbits will be
disrupted by the planet, or in our ase by the star, if their
perientri distanes are less than 1.69 Rs(ρs/ρp)
1/3
. Here,
Rs is the stellar radius, ρs the stellar density and ρp the den-
sity of the planetesimal. After disruption, the planetesimals
beame a kind of "dust" maintaining their same densities.
In view of this and as an example, we an explore whih
will be the disruption distanes for three types of represen-
tative stars. An A type star with (two solar mass, two solar
radius), a solar G star, and a K star (half solar mass and
radius). Their respetive densities being 0.35, 141 and 5.6
g/. The orresponding disruption distanes will be 0.8,
1.31 and 2.1 stellar radius. Taking into aount that in our
simulations, we onsider that an impat is dened when a
partile is loser than 0.01 AU (2.15 solar radius), we have
that for our A star with 2 solar radius, pratially all par-
tiles penetrate the star and "disruption" will our inside
the star (of ourse this is not valid beause the physial sit-
uation inside the star must be dierent). For a solar type
star, partiles with a perientri distanes less than 1.3 so-
lar radius will be disrupted. For K stars partiles already at
distanes less than 2 stellar radius will be disrupted. In any
ase, it is expeted that these partiles will ontribute to the
metal enrihment of the star.
Now, lets onsider whih will be the possible metal en-
hanements for the most realisti ase in whih a planet of
0.1 MJupiter is migrating. In Table 2 are displayed, for dif-
ferent planets eentriities, the minimum masses (Col. 7)
following relation 1, required to terminate the migration at
the perientri distanes indiated in (Col.6). The impat-
ing masses are shown in (Col 8). In ase of high penetration
eieny of partiles, we obtain that the best ases are rep-
resented by planet eentriities 0.0, 0.2 and 0.3. Adopting
the Fe enrihment alulated urves in Figure 5 by Ford et
al.(1999), we obtain for the impating masses, [Fe/H℄ abun-
danes at 20 and 30 Myr, of the order of 0.18 dex for ep =
0.0 and ep = 0.2 and about 0.15 dex for ep = 0.3. Beause for
our simulations shown in Table 2, we need planetary max-
imum masses of the order of 100 MEarth. Reminding that
our primitive solar dis ontains about 38 MEarth of solid
matter, we onlude that primitive diss to produe these
enrihments must be larger than a fator 3 than the solar
one. Larger fators, nevertheless possible to exist, are nees-
sary to explain the observed hot Jupiters exoplanets at 0.05
AU, with masses below one Jupiter mass, even with sightly
larger Fe abundanes.
7 MAINTENANCE OF THE METALLIC
ENHANCEMENT
The problem of the long term preservation of the metalli
exess in the surfae stellar layers obtained by aretion is
a diult one. Let us rst onsider the situation onern-
ing the onvetive layers. As mentioned in this work, the
aretion of solid matter devoid of hydrogen refers only to
the ontamination of the surfae onvetive layers. In this
way, the sizes of these layers are of a prime importane.
The present majority of SWP belongs to FGK types stars
and future results on large searhes on A and M type stars
will bring more light on this problem. Due to the impor-
tane of M dwarfs as being an important part of the stellar
ontent of the Galaxy, planet searhes are ative for these
stars. Nevertheless, only few unities of M dwarfs planet hosts
have been disovered, for example, GJ876 (a multiple planet
host), GJ 581 and GJ 436 (only with andidate planetary
ompanions). even few, they are produing interesting and
instrutive results. Reent detailed spetrosopi analyses of
these stars by Bean, Benedit & Endl (2006) and another
using photometry (Bonls et al. 2005), indiates that all
these dwarfs are metal deient. At present it is not lear
if these results are a onsequene of a speial metalli dis-
tribution of the M stars andidates for the planet searhes,
but independently of this, we an onsider here that due to
their very large diluting onvetive zones, no supersolar M
dwarfs planets hosts are expeted if the aretion meha-
nism is working. In this way, an eventual future disovery
of a supersolar M dwarf planet host will ontribute to the
validity of the primordial mehanism as mentioned in the
introdution setion.
Conerning the question if any metalli enhanement
produed in the rst 20 - 30 Myr will be maintained up to
Solar ages or larger, we do not have a lear answer yet. In
fat, even if the onvetive zones are relatively onstant from
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Figure 7. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis and eentriity of the planetesimals for the simulation with mp = 0.1MJupiter ,
τ = 106yr and ep = 0.1. The a × e diagrams show the state of the planetesimals at t=1 × 103yr, at t=6 × 103yr, at t=3.6 × 104yr and
at t=6× 104yr. In eah plot are indiated the loation of the semi-major axis for the main mean motion resonanes.
Table 2. Simulations for a small planet (mp = 0.1MJupiter) migrating from 5AU to 0.01AU in a time sale τ = 10
6
yr. In
olumns 5 and 6 are given the time and the value of the semi-major axis of the planet when the last planetesimal is
removed from the system. In olumn 7 is given the minimum masses (Eq. (1)) required to terminate the migration at
the perientri distanes indiated in olumn 6. The impating masses are shown in olumn 8.
ep Star Collision (%) Planet Collision (%) Ejeted (%) tlast(×10
5)yr ap−last(AU) M(MEarth) Impat. Mass (MEarth)
0.0 68.5 3.1 28.4 2.52 1.04 50 34
0.1 50.0 5.5 44.5 1.71 1.72 34 17
0.2 43.6 7.3 49.1 3.70 0.50 73 32
0.3 35.7 5.8 58.5 5.29 0.19 104 37
0.4 25.8 6.3 67.9 1.85 1.59 36 9
0.5 20.3 6.1 73.6 1.65 1.79 33 7
108 up to 109 yr (even diminishing somewhat near 1010 yr
as an be seen in Fig. 5 of Ford et al. 1999) other meh-
anisms as long term diusion an be ating. As suggested
by Gonzales (2006), one interesting way to investigate the
maintenane of the exess metalliity reated by aretion,
onsists in doing planet searhes on spei open lusters.
For example, in M67 with an age and metalliity similar to
that of the Sun. In these kind of researhes with open lus-
ters, where ages and metalliities are no more variables, any
SWP whih would be enrihed during the pre-main sequene
would present smaller metalliities during the sub-giant and
giant phases, testing this way the aretion mehanism.
At present, the only luster surveyed for planet searhes
is the Hyades, due to its favorable onditions as proximity
and high metal abundane. Even if no planets have been de-
teted among their dwarf stars (Cohran, Hatzes & Paulson
2002, Paulson, Cohran & Hatzes 2004), the rst planet (a
massive one), ever disovered in a luster, has been reently
deteted around a genuine member of the Hyades (Sato et
al. 2007). The host star is the lassied K0III lump gi-
ant Eps Tau (also massive) with a measured metalliity of
[Fe/H℄ = 0.17 ± 0.04, a value similar to that of the Hyades
luster ([Fe/H℄ = 0.14 ± 0.05 Perryman et al. 1998; [fe/H℄
= 0.13 ± 0.01 Paulson, Sneden & Cohran et al. 2003). Is
this disovery a onrmation of the primordial mehanism ?
We believe that is ould be a premature onlusion beause
there is always the possibility that this star when was at
its pre-main sequene phase, ould have been highly metal-
li enrihed by aretion and that this metalliity was after
diluted by onvetion during the suessive sub-giant and
giant phases.
Independent of the presene of planets, Gonzales (2006)
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suggests that studies searhing for trends between [Fe/H℄
and spetral types, as those realized by Dotter & Chaboyer
(2003) on the Hyades stars must be extended to other lus-
ters. We an add that this extension an also be applied to
studies searhing ontaminated stars in a luster by their
position in a H-R diagram as those realized in the Hyades
by Quillen (2002).
8 CONCLUSIONS
With the purpose to explore a possible mehanism of stellar
self- enrihment by an injetion of roky type planetesimals,
we realized N-body simulations in whih a fored internal
migration of a planet interats with supposed planetesimals
distributed in a plane dis. Several possibilities are onsid-
ered in respet to the planets eentriities, migration rates
and mass. Contrary to QH00 where they onsidered speially
the eet of 3:1 and 4:1 mean motion resonanes between the
planetesimals and the planet, we found that the 2:1 mean
motion resonane is the main mehanism to drive planetesi-
mals to the surfae of the star. This mehanism is essentially
eient for slow migration rates of (τ = 105 − 106 yr) and
low planet eentriities.
QH00 restrited themselves to study resonanes distant
enough from the planet, sine planetesimals with orbits that
beome planet-rossing are more likely to be ejeted from the
system rather than impat the star. However, the 2:1 reso-
nane has a protetion mehanism that avoid lose enoun-
ters between the planetesimal and the planet. Then plan-
etesimals loked in the 2:1 resonane are allowed to reah
high eentriities and impat the star. The ase of ep = 0
was also not onsidered by QH00 beause for apture in the
4:1 and 3:1 resonanes it is neessary a minimum eentri-
ity. Nevertheless, our results (Figure 6) show that for ep = 0
almost all planetesimals are aptured in the 2:1 resonane
and impat the star along the planets migration
Considering the neessary diss masses in order to pro-
voke a migration, we are able to set the most realisti on-
ditions for an enhane of the metal ontent of the stars. A
migration of a one Jupiter mass planet from 5 Au up to
0.01 AU requires exessively large dis masses. The mass re-
quirements are 10 times smaller, and beame realisti, for a
migrating 0.1 Jupiter mass planet. Our simulations with this
last kind of planet and for a slow migration rate (τ = 106
yr) stopped at perientri distanes between 0.19 and 1.79
AU when the last planetesimals are removed from the sys-
tem. Taking into aount the mass of the total impating
planetesimals we obtain maximummetal enrihments of the
order of [Fe/H℄=0.18 dex. produed at ages of the stars be-
tween 20 and 30 Myr. These results need however, primitive
dis masses three times larger than that of a primitive solar
dis nebula. These alulations open the possibility never-
theless, width larger primitive diss (but possible to exist),
to explain the metal abundanes of the observed hot Jupiters
exoplanets loated at 0.05 from the stars.
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